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be on campUs April
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terviews on the first
'• m 4 p.m. daily.

5,000

expected
Pacific Day events

t speaker at (JQP

dnesday in Morris
nusic by one of the
liversity organist. A
by a member of the

irst in the

formally present Els in the Covell Centro
by the distinguished
on "Personalities in

Over 5,000 people are ex
pected to be on hand lorUOP's
third annual Pacific Day Sa
turday", featuring over 100 events and programs by every
segment of the university.
Pacific Day originated
three years ago in honor of
UOP's 50th year in Stockton.

learts of

nmer jobs in France
lele French or Ralph

•' Scientific and Proill make available to
nor job searching, it
send in your request
• to 22.'i7 El Camino

The dedication of the new.
$3.5 million University Center
will be the highlight of this
year's Pacific Day. Tours ol
the Center will be conducted

locists

PAIR will be held at
lay4 from 10a.m. to2
• juice, blintzes and
ilutied for blintzes, if
) at the door.

Close your eyes and picture a Ger;ji beer garden in 1933. Standing beithe crowd is a little man in a brown

:rl and moustache saying "Because

KU

Uwshave been persecuted they have
wtoped a tremendous enmity and

is a group of opera
s) that is interested in
ike to obtain further
larmion at 478-2913.

ired toward us and our ideals."
Then open your eyes—the man you
tolly heard
was David Duke,
nonal information director of the Ku
aKIun (KKK). who spoke Tuesday
COP to an overflow crowd in the.Unirsily Center Theatre.

ents only available
>r information.

ncil

• Duke, who was brought to campus
,ihe ASUOP forum on national priori-

Nabors and was se1 by Councilman Daniel
n. The final voice vote
dng the motion apI to be unanimous but
vas no roll call.

jcktorr City Manager Ellunter, who is the prtinfluence in advising the
il, commented only that
nt to talk to other cities
ly staff. If we're going to
b, 1 want to know the

tbor's motion set June 2
; deadline for a report
0 the city council. If the
1 approves a new resoon that date, the ASUOP
commission
will
ly be able to schedu e
-ts as early as next fall-

s. was perhaps the most controverJand thought-provoking speaker ever
set loot on Pacific's campus. Al•ugh the speech had been plagued
ith bomb threats and scattered boos
si shouts from hecklers, it came off
thout incident.
1 BELIEVE that there is a trendous restriction on freedom of

KLUX KLAN LEADER

n purchase,
ny time.
3 interest

—249 E. Miner

inter North
W Pine St.

1

The Klan was the first group to recognize scientific racism.

speech in this country," Duke said. But
he used this right to the fullest, calling
for racial separatism and an end to our
involvement in the Mideast.
Duke hope to change a few precon
ceived notions about Klansmen being
"Red-necked, uneducated
tobacco
chewers." The audience was surprised
when the young, well-dressed man
walked on stage.
"What y'all staring at? Did you ex
pect a sheet," he quipped.
On the subject of the Middle East,
Duke questioned Congress motives in
supporting Israel. "There is a black
mail going on in this country. Do you see
where the money is coming from for

these Congressmen—tremendous Jew
ish money. These Congressmen don't

MICHAEL BEERY
POLGLASE

day night. Those teams in
cluded Augustana, Boston.
Georgetown,
%lor University's de- Dartmouth,
;'eam barely defeated the
Georgia, Harvard, Houston.
Kentucky,
Macalester.
tr% of Redlands in the
annual National Debate' Northwestern, Redlands, USC
and Missouri.
"foment held at UOP last
'end.
AFTER OCTAFINAL and
"avid Kent and Jay Hurst
quarter-final
elimination'
•'S'lor received a 3-2 deeirounds, only Baylor from
"w the Redlands team of
Texas,
Redlands
lrom
foiSntelko and Greg BalSouthern California, Boston
°*'in the prestigious title,
and Kentucky remained. Bay
m 'he 62 teams that
lor beat Boston and Redlands
^ 'he national competi
beat Kentucky to qualify lor
"Saturday morning, only
final
round competition.
'""lists remained on Sun-
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the new Raney Recreation Ar
ea will also take place at 1:30
p.m.
Pacific Day will start off

and will cost $1.50 for adults
and 75 cents for children.
Activities following the
breakfast wi I include lee-

UOP administrators told
the campus Gay People's Uoicw (GPU) last week that it
would not be allowed to pre
sent previously planned pro
grams for tomorrow's Pacific
Day celebration.
Last month. Diana Clouse.
coordinator of Pacific Day ap
proved the GPU's request to
set up an information table and
sponsor a film for the event.
Clifford Dochterman. vice
president-executive assistant,
told Clouse to notify the GPU
last week that its activities had
been canceled.

see KKK pg. eight

ing and scrutinizing of all
elected government officials.

"THE PARTICULAR type
of programs the GPU had
planned did not fit in with the
nature of the Pacific Day cele
bration." commented Doch
terman. "Pacific Day is an ac
ademic event, featuring aca
demic activities."
He added that "we are por
traying UOP to a different au
dience rather than students (at
Pacific Day) therefore, the
GPU and other student group
programs are not truly appro
priate."
The film that the GPU had
planned to show was entitled
"A Position of Faith". It tells
the true story of an Episcopali
an minister who, because he is

gay, is deemed unacceptable
to become ordained.
THE INFORMATION ta
ble would have offered litera
ture dealing with the gay peo
ple's causes.
James Moran, head of GPU
at Pacific, did not protest the
administration's decision. "I
think the reason they are giv
ing now justifies not letting us
participate," he remarked.
Dochterman asserted that
there are other student groups
who will be presenting a num
ber of activities at Pacific Day.

But he said that these ac
tivities. such
as entertain
ment events and arts and
crafts, are "just for the fun of
it."
The GPU certainly has a
right to express its points of
view," Dochterman said. "But
particular setting
in this
(meaning Pacific Day) it's just
not the right audience for such
a small group on campus."
He did not say whether
there were any other reasons
for prohibiting GPU's planned
events.

UOP's missing Iranian
princess fakes snatch
Princess
Sarvenaz
Pahlevi, 21, an Elbert Covell
sophomore and the daughter of
the Shah of Iran's brother,
feigned her own kidnaping
Tuesday and had officers from
the local police, the FBI, Secret
Service and U.S. State Depart
ment on campus searching for
her.
After some 18 hours of
intensive
investigation.
Princess Sarvenaz was found
on campus at about 10 p.m.

BAYLOR, which had to ar
gue the negative stance, stated
that there was no real justifi
cation for the case and that the
current system of polity is selfregulating and self-perpetu
ating.
There were three main
issues in the debate. The first
was the question of feasibility
and whether or not it was
practical to apply lie detector
tests to all government offi
cials each and every year.
The second was whether or
not a quagmire such as Water
gate would ever happen again.
Redlands argued that hidden,
underlying proclivity toward
venality and malfeasance was
ever-present. Baylor argued
that it was unique and would
never recur.
The third major issue was
whether or not the affirmative
presentation would actually
ameliorate the harms that it

^
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nohate Tournament finals
Nation(iCjl U e D O ie
Sof Baylor University emphasized hj
> 'he final round of the Nat.onal Debate
tVnt, held in UOP's tonservat

AT NOON the All-Cantpus
Barbecue will begin on the
lawn between Knoles Hall and
Burns Tower. The lunch is open to all and will cost $1.60 per
person or a meal ticket.
Anderson Y will sponsor an
all-day Crafts Faire which will
feature leather goods, stained
glass items, macrame. potter
y, clothing, art and phologra
phy displays. Booths lor the
Faire will be set up on the lawn
between Burns Tower and
Knoles Hall.
Congressman John McFall will be the featured guest
speaker at the School of Edu
cation dinner banquet to he
held at 7 p.m. in Elbert Covell
Dining Hall.
Callison College will hold a
demonstration on woodcutting
and raku pottery at 10 a.m. in
the University Center crafts
room and will also present a
Japenese puppet show. The ',
show will begin at 1 p.m. on the
lawn near Burns Tower.
Elbert Covell College will
feature an exhibition soccer
game at 4 p.m. on Knoles Field.
Covell will also present a dis
play of South American handi
crafts and other items in the
Elbert Covell Centro front 911:30 a.m.
Raymond College will hold
an art show and sale beginning
at 10 a.m. at Raymond Col
lege.

Officers said she planned the
entire affair to win a bet with
an unidentified
East Coast
friend.
The San Joaquin District
Attorney is evaluating a police
recommendation that Princess
Sarvenaz be given a psychia
tric examination to determine
why she would pull the prank.
It is unknown at present
how she planned the incident
and brought it to the attention
of the authorities.

VARIOUS departments in
COP will also present a num
ber of activities. The psychol
ogy department will demon
strate hypnosis in the Red
wood Room of the University
Center at 10 a.m.
The religious studies de
partment will discuss the
theme "Abortion: Ethical and
Religious Issues" from 9:30 to
11 a.m. in Sears Hall.
Kung fu will be exhibited
m Gym 202. sponsored by the
physical education depart
ment, beginning at noon.
See the schedule of events
for other department activi
ties, as well as other Pacific
Day activities.

studying boardroom alternatives
Six weeks ago, imme
diately after the UOP Board of
Regents approved next year's
$150 room and board increase,
(Pacifican, March 14) ASUOP
President Karen Akerson es
tablished a committee to study
ways of preventing that in
crease from ever going into ef
fect.
By May 6, the group will
draft a recommendation to be
presented to UOP President
Stanley McCaffrey and even
tually to the Board of Regents,
Akerson said.
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tures. departmental displays,
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onstrations and campus tours.
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dare go against Israel.
Duke's claims against the Jewish in
fluence in this country did not slop there.
He quoted names of broadcasting exe
cutives who were Jewish and cited an
example of control over the publication
on an anti-Jewish history novel "Con
quest of a Continent."
Later in an interview, Duke said he
believed in "scientific racism and gene
tic differences in the races. "This does
not mean 1 am prejudiced," he said.
According to Duke. "Prejudice
comes from prejudging something be
fore you have ever seen it. TheSouthern
people are not prejudiced in this sense
because they've seen, lived and worked
with blacks."

According to standard de
bate format, each team must
be able to defend both the affir
mative and negative side of
this year's resolution, which
stated "that the powers of the
presidency should be signifi
cantly curtailed."
Redlands won the flip ol
the coin in the tinal round and
chose the affirmative stand.
They presented a case that
called for a major policy
change in the executive branch
of government.
The specific change they
advocated was an annual polic-

HEALTH

lunch

DAVID DUKE

laylor tops Redlands to win
lational Debate Tournament

TERS
CHINES

with the annual
Breakfast on the
derson
Dining
breakfast is open

Gay People's Union banned
from Pacific Day events

By CATHY COLL1S

S will be holding a
'alio Room this even-

throughout the day and a dedi
cation ceremony will begin at
11 a.m. in the University Cen
ter courtyard. A dedication ol

Spanish gift to Covell
Spanish Consul General Jose Antonio de Urbina (left), on be
half of the Spanish Government, presented 200 books and other
literary material to Elbert Covell College last Tuesday.
Accepting the books is James Riddle, director of UOP
libraries. All the literature will beavailable to members of the
UOP community, and it should be noted that all the material is
in Spanish.

The 25-member commit
tee has met twice in the past
two weeks to research the is
sue, but possesses too little
information at present to
formulate a workable recom
mendation.
Akerson stressed that the
committee, composed of stu
dents and administrators, will
also try to find alternative
ways to finance thq proposed
dormitory renovations and in
creases in food and labor costs
She remained unsure of
how much effect their recom
mendation will have on the fi
nal decision.

S. I. HAYAKAWA

Hoyakowa
to speak at
Raymond
Dr. S. I. Hayakawa will be
speaking May 1 at 8 p.m. in
Raymond Great Hall. The
theme of his talk will be
"Thoughts on the Two-Party
System."
The former president of
San Francisco State and
nationally
syndicated
: an aist is being brougb
campus as a joint effort of to
College Republicans and the
ASUOP forum
on national
priorities.
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Question Man

The best experience

Question: What was the
best thing that happened to you
this year?

Rebecca Stone - Junior,
Callison. I got to go to the
German-American Club in
Kileen, Texas.
Because of
what took place in a motel
room nearby. I got to paint in
the right eye of my Daruma
doll.

Kathy Gallcher - Junior,
Conservatory
of
Music.
Working with elementary
school children last semester.
It was a good experience. So
are the Jr. High kids this
semester. 11 was good because
it caused me to re-evaluate
music objectives.

pavid
it at

Rick Wilson - Sophomore,
Covell College. My transfer to
the University ol Texas came

Ken Warren - Sophomore,
cbP. Getting laid by a
whore in San Felipe.

Last Tuesday,
once-in-a-lifetime

penny's and chew
old boys. Their na|
They were your ty
dressed up at the
come from a ca

through.

ment.

Katie Gunn - Sophomore,
COP. I played "steam roller"
with Sim von Kalinowski every
morning during Winter Term.

Bob l)i Giorno - Freshman,
COP. Meeting a lot of great
people. I've never really
known the type of people that
go to UOP. Oh. yeah, meeting
Sir Mister Kessler Sir, too.

my

Rodolfo Contreras - Senior,
School of Engineering. A
couple ol Callison classes
taught by
Mickey Gibson
really turned me on.

Susan Brown - j u n j
Conservatory
of m u r '
Moving out of South/West ir
a nice place to visit, L,
wouldn't want to liVe the
Secondly, I'd like to putafo,
over Mark Rogo's head a

if he looks the same.
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schedule of events

(BBH

«M»:30 ;i.m-

0-11:30 a.m.

Strawberry Breakfast $1.50 adults. 75
cents children

Anderson Lawn

School of Education reception & slide
presentation on University and Teacher
Corps Urogram for parents, alumni and
prospective studcnts.

Gold Room

Elbert Covell College display of South
American handicrafts, costumes, pos
ters and other Latin American items.

Pacific Day

University Center grocery store, special
presentations on health loqjl, and con
servation. Great savings and free goods.

University Center

0 a.m.-4 p.m. University Mall opens for snacks & lunch

University Center

Religious Studies-Abortion: Ethical and
Religious Issues" presentation by Ro
bert VV. Bloncy with response by dept
faculty.

(jrace covell Hall,

0:30 a.m.-l p.m. Rathskeller: coffee and donuts

University Center

0:45a.m.12 p.m.

Owen Hall

Seminar for professionals in education.
"Bye Bye Traditional Hjgh" Dr. "Cy"
Coleman

0:45-10:30 a.m. School of Education panel presentaion.
" Professional Programs in Education"

Cold Room

10 a.m.-all day Crafts Faire: special displays &sale, leather. stained glass, macrume. pottery.
clothing, photography, art. etc.

Lawn
between
Knoles Hall & Burns
Tower

10 a.m.

Psychology: hypnosis demonstration

Redwood Room

Physical Education: judo demonstration

Sports Pavillion

Physical Education:
demonstration

modern

dance

Callison College exhibition of wood-cuts
and demonstration of woodblock printing
Callison College, raku pottery demonstration. come make your ow n pot

Gym. 200

University
Center
oralis room

Hall,

|

Raymond College art show and sale

Raymond College

School of Engineering Alumni Council
Board of Directors meeting.

Baun Hall

!

Grace Covell Main
Lobby

DAMAN'S IMPORTS
From India

I
1

featuring low prices on
MEN'S SHIRTS

I

BLOUSES

I

WOOD CARVINGS

\

JEWELRY

I
downtown Stockton

143 N.SUTTER 948-0107

1:30 p.m.

Gold Room

10:30 a.m.
„, „ m

Tours of the new. $3.5 million University
Center will be conducted every hour cm
the hull-hour beginning nl 111.311 a.m.

University
Center
information booth

Callison College: Japanese puppet show.
"Love Suicide at Amijima"

Lawn, south side of
Burns Tower

Dedication of Raney Recreation Area

Raney
Area

(All welcome)

Recreation

coffee & donuts
Stage between lawn
of Knoles Hall &
Burns Tower

a.m.-4 p.m. Drama Dept.: Dwarf's Beards marionette Show

Lawn south of Burns
Tower

Art
Dept.
open
house and demonstrations of ceramics, printmaking,
sculpture & painting

ol Dentistry: display of Outreach
Program bus
School

0:30-11:30 a.m.school ol Education tours will be conducted for students and parents.

Psychology:
tion

Lawn
- between
Knoles Hall & Burns
Tower

School ol Engineering: open house

Baun llall &J-'luids
Cab

puter modeling.

Irving Martin Library open house, speeial display of American Indian artifacts

Irving
Library

Stuart Library open house, special display of Western Americana. Jedediah
Smith material and photographs of
Mother Lode country

Stuart Library

KUOP-FM Radio Sialion Open house

Quonset 3

Tour of KUOP-FM IhtmcU usting booth

Burns
Floor
Lawn

Tower

a.m.p.m.

9th

Area, south
Knoles Hall
11:30 a.m.12 p.m.

Individual Houses

Biological Sciences open house & dis-

Weber Hall

plays ol:
entomology

Weber Hall 216
Weber Hall 221

biology

&

Lab

Anderson
Hall

Dining

Business
Administration:
"Outlook
Industrial" by Kent Price: Calif. Cedar
Products. Inc.

Anderson
Hall

Lecture

Physical
stration

Gym, 200

Education:

tai

chi demon

Raney
Recreation
area, south of gym

1:30-3 p.m.

12:10

University tour

Burns Tower

School of Pharmacy program by Student
American Pharmaceutical Association

Rotunda

Drama:
show.

Lawn,
south
Burns Tower

Dwarf's

Beards

marionette

1

Elbert Covell: reception with music by
Venezuelan students

Elbert Covell Centro

12-1:30 p.m.

All-Campus Barbecue. $1.60 per person or
meal ticket

Lawn
between
Knoles Hall & Burns
Tower

12 p.m.

Dedication luncheon for the new University Center (invitation only)

University
Center
Redwood Room

Weber Hall, 102

JV baseball game: Sacramento State vs.
UOP

Billy Hebert Field.
Oak Park

Knoles Hal^308

Physical
stration

Gym, 202

Language Lab open house
Physiological measurements of blood
cells

Weber Hall, 224

Microbiological techniques

Weber Hall, 209

Black Studies: exhibition of Caribbean &
Airp-Haitian dancing

Lawn, Burns Tower
Stage

Biological Sciences: color slide show.
Calif, flora

Weber Hall, 222

UOP IS
THE BIRDS

1 p.m.

University tour

University Center
information booth

Butch" ,Cassidy"& the Sjundancc Kid"
(Admission free to all)

University
Theatre

School of Education award presentation

Gold Room

bio-feedback

demon-

Physical Education: gymnastics demonstration

Elbert Covell: exhibition soccer game
'I

3 & 4 p.m. University tour

30 p.m.

Gym, 201

Elbert Covell College: mariachi luncheon (by reservation only)

Elbert'Covell Centro

University tour

Burns Tower
Platform south
Knoles Hall

University tour

of

Center

School of Pharmacy

University
Center
Information Booth

Weber Hall. 222

DeMarcus
Theatre

Brown

Anderson
Hall

Dining

Physical Education: men's tennis match.
San Francisco State vs. UOP

Tennis Courts

Newman House. "Agenda for Campus
Ministry: "The '70s" by UOP students.
Presented by Father Robert Silva.

Newman House

Physical
stration

Grace Covell Lobby

Gym,

yoga

demon

Duke sees
hope for the futi
ready lost to
sidering Air ForJ
the chiefs of st

"I know I'r
outta this," Dd
ferred to swayiif
ward his way ol
David Dukl
the first to undt|
I said , there I

Basketball

Court

Knoles Field

Knoles Hall. 308

1

Mairf

Center

University

Sch00| of Educalion
1
. .

University tour

•31

Grace Covell Lobby

Th«

Anderson

Lecture

an:

Hall

Gold Room

University

Center

information booth
School of Education open house "Doctorate in Education Design for the

Owen Hall
President s

facultv
School of Educalion
faculty, doctoral students and graduates

Room

4.6:30 4 9 p.m. Butch Cassidy 4 the Simrt
Education:

Do those two
come from the si
from the moutl
David (Dave) Errl
leader of the C[

Sports Pavillion

Modern Languages: Demonstration in
foreign language teaching (Spanish)

reception honoring
student award winners

4-5:30 p.m.

It would
briefly to summal
support of race tl
the Negro race|
brainweight studj
the findings of q|
comparative strucl
Negro brain, . . f
of 40 years of intel
would all be supJ
already have Leal
s/'on based on nof
mon sense. You
concerned here
ance of ev/c/encel
related to racialI
gence from evel
ance within e\
However, in
demic climate it
stress, even to yd
cord and that n |
dieted by any ctl
tacked as inadeq

Bio-feedback Lab
Quonset 2

Quonset
Office

2:30-3:15 p.m. Business Administration: "Outlook The
Security Market," by William Warner,
Reynolds Security. Inc.

3:30 p.m.

you.

J

Psychology: applied behavior analysis
animal demonstration

university and
°VerV'eW °f lht'
mee"ngs Wlth President
Mcctil v r
parents
Prospective students and

3-3:30 p.m.

Sound like arl
want to join? Weill
beliefs of Dave ar 1

Burns*Tower

University tour

Physical Education: "Have you tried
backpacking?"

of the first and onH
involvement in Sd

Lecflire

information booth

Aikido demonstration

12:30 p.m.

Anderson
Hall

Physical Education:: "Diagnosis &
Prescription
approach to children's
physical education

Chemistry Dept. open house special
demonstration and exhibits

Knoles Hall, 308

Business Administration: "Outlook: Retailing" by Donald Brewer, manager of
Weinstock's

Psychology:
stration

Gold Room

Burns Tower Lobby

Modern Languages: demonstration in
foreign language teaching (French)

Weber Hall. 222

Chemistry magic show-

Main

Tours of the university campus will leave
Burns Tower every hour on the hour be
ginning at 10 a.m. Model university
rooms in the University Center & Grace
Covell Hall will be included in the tour.

Weber Hall, 222

Biological Sciences: color slide show of
Calif, flora

Biological Sciences: slide show of pen
guin building behavior

of

Quonset
Office

Education kung fu demon-

Patio,
University
Center Mall

2 p.m. & 8 p.m. Drama: "Anything Goes" music by Cole
Porter'30s musical

Psychology: applied behavior analysis
demonstration with animals

a.m.- School of Education "Look ot the FuP-m.
*ure Dean Oscar T. Jarvis panel discus-

Black Studies: exhibition of Caribbean
Alro-Haitian dancing

1:30-4:30 p.m. School of Pharmacy open house: special
demonstrations include plant extraction,
chemical
testing.
pharmacological
effects, dosage forms, drug interaction &
have your blood pressure determined
free.

1:45 p.m.

Fraternity & sorority open house

vertebrate

Bio-feedback
Quonset 2

Chemistry magic show

Physical Education: "Have Your Golf
Swing Analyzed" video tape analysis

11

end 0f

demonstra-

Center

Ma rtin

12: 15

Data Processing: computer games
including Hum Hie Wampus. Mugwump.
Find the Naiv. Chomp. Si.u Trek and Tax
Man.

bio-feedback

Gold Room

University
courtyard

University Center dedication
(All welcome)

Art Quonset

Demonstration in laser beam, jumping
water, popping steel, egg launchers.
Rube Goldberg devices, rap with a com
puter. student project display and com

Biological Sciences: color slide show of
penguin building behavior

WATER PIPES

Pharmacy Complex
Room B4 4 B6

bles

School of Education tour

11:30
"Pacific Presents"An overview of the
university & meeting with President MeCaffrey lor prospective students and
parents

Complex

34 & B5

10:30-11:30
j.m.

11:30 a.m.
East
side
of
University Center

pharmacy

University
Center
information booth

University Center tour

maln lounge

10 a.m.-3 p.m. Conservatory of Music variety show

Sears Hall

Physics: demonstration of holography.
diffraction effects, air tracks and air
tables.

1-3 p.m.

10 a.m. &

An overview of the university & meeting
will, l'nsilk-nl Stanley K. Met afile,

a.m.

10:30

Lecture

Knoles
212.

10

0:30-11 a.m.

Anderson
Hall

10 a.m.-12 p.m. McGeorge School of Law: " Learning and
the Law" seminar for attorneys

2:30 p.m.
0 a.m.-2 p.m.

Business
Administration
"Outlook:!,
The Housing Market." by Greenlaw
Grupe Jr.; Lilval. Inc.

Gym, 201

ba diving
Physics: demonstration oi holography.
diffraction effects, air tracks and air ta-

10-10:45 a.m.

Elbert Covell Centro

Physical Education: introduction to scu-

1 p.m.

They are empl
which espouses fif
nature's laws as sJ

^ee admission to a,R

K'd

7 p.m.
, .Edu£aUon banquet, special

guest speaker: Representative John Me

Dining

University

Center

Theatre

Elbert Covell DininS
Hall
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A NEW IDEA IN
$TOCKTON THAT
CAN $AVE YOU
HUNDRED$ OF THE
DOLLAR$ ON
AUTO REPAIR
B1LL$

DO-IT-YOURSELF
AUTO REPAIR
SHOP

• EXPERT MECHANIC ALWAYS ON DUTY •
444 N. EDISON ST. JUST SOUTH OF E. FREMONT
STOCKTON, CALIF.
TELEPHONE (209) 464-7042

Eayoil

"To rest upon a formula is a slumber that, prolonged, means death."

,h

ttle unofficial
state bird, PSA, has
more flights connecting
northern and southern Califo'nia than any other airline,

p|y w jjh u s f 0 l
a song to'eleven cities,
WanttocatchaPSAGrinningbird? That's easy. Just catch
up with your campus rep

aKff.

If you re looking for a religion°yrcanTveLhhmeS
look for one you can grow with Like Holmo
J
other great American thinkers, you can
,a"u
a religion among Unitarian Uni.erai 5. ^
reject creed and dogma in favor of
*
freedom within a church where innovation8

FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH
Robert Edward Green # 2737 Poctfir «• i u ^j - „
Sunday 10:30 a.m.: "Questions Children Ask Abouf f^ ^"^^3
Rev<

• Forums! Community Service\ Social Cut#,,
Write or telephone for

.*

e''S'on"

Copy |

[ASUOP
i
\cream

LCT

feed

. The
ASUOP
commission
j,i|
sponsoring an ice c 0|)
feed April 30 in the
(|ll,
the second level 0 „i
University Center
7:30-9 p.m.
fii(
You are invited v>
all the ice creant >'°u
free of charge.
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David Duke eats
it at Demy's

By Jack Anderson with joe Spear
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Weber Hall. 222
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Anderson
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of the first and only which advoc'eTno US
involvement m Southeast Asia.
°U:S"
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beliefs of Dave and Jim which may surprise
It would . .be unnecessary even
briefly to summarize the available data in
support of race differences-the record of
the Negro race throughout history, the
bramweight studies of numerous experts
the findings of qualified anatomists on the
comparative structure of the White (sic) and
Negro brain, . . . the summaries by Shuey
of 40 years of intelligence tests,. . .
these
would all be superfluous. The public would
already have reached confirming conclu
sion based on normal perceptions and com
mon sense. You will notice that we are not
concerned here solely with a preponder
ance of evidence in one field, but in all areas
related to racial capacities. It is a conver
gence from every direction, a preponder
ance within every segment of a totality.
However, in the light of our present aca
demic climate it may be advisable for me to
stress, even to you, that this material is of re
cord and that none of it has been contra
dicted by any counter-facts. It has been at
tacked as inadequate, but never disproved.

Senate simply a rubber-stamp
for ASUOP leadership views
Ideally, a legislative branch of govern
ment exists in order to provide a check on
the executive body, legislate reform and
provide a responsible means of representa
tion. Yet, the Associated Students of the University of the Pacific have recently adop
ted a more innovative interpretation of their
legislative responsibilites: rubber stamp
ing.
Recent samplings of senate ippinioh
tend to indicate that the legislative process
at ASUOP merely exists to enstill trust in our
elected executives, rather than become in
tuitive and remain independent. Affirma
tive mandates delivered by "a small group of
opinionated people" can not suffice for res
ponsible decisions which ideologically are
representative of student desires. The adop
tion policy which reflects a "what's good for
the executives is good for the students"
stance leaves little justification for a student
senate or legislative process.

Do those two ideologies sound like they
come from the same mouth? Well, they do,
from the mouth of Ku Klux Klan leader
David (Dave) Ernest Duke and Jim Warren,
leader of the California Klan.
Duke sees his organization as the only
hope for the future (believing that today is al
ready lost to the dogs. They are even con
sidering Air Force General George Brown of
the chiefs of staff for president in 1976.)

"I know I'm gonna get some members
outta this," Dave smiled to Jim as he re
ferred to swaying some student's minds to
ward his way of thinking.
David Duke is proud that the Klan was
the first to understand scientific racism. Like
I said , there I was in Denny's . . .

Bio-feedback Lab
Quonset 2

What else, then, could you expect of
this senate image other than the "rubber
stamping" of legislative priorities? Could
you, as students and creditors, expect and
demand a more responsible legislative pro
cess? Think about it.
Gary Janzen
ASUOP Senator

Welcome home,
College of Medical Scieaces

Sports Pavillion

Gym,

If a senator could ever be found to com
ment on his or her role as a legislator of stud
ent policy, the appropriate place for such
discussion is surely not at a senate meeting.
The average attendance at meetings is sel
dom two-thirds of the total senate mem
bership and the average attention span of a
senator might at best near two hours in one
sitting. Parlimentary procedures often a
luxury at these bi-monthly senatorial get-to
gethers and "I've -got-to-go" statements,
seem to take precedence over motions for
legislative consideration.

Basketball

Court

The Cowell Health Center is to be
complimented in developing such compre
hensive exhibits as are planned by that little
understood but highly regarded College of

Medical Sciences in San Francisco. You have
been gone too long and we're glad to have
you aboard, CMS.
A.F. Morrison

97te Pacijican
Anderson

Lecture

Hall

Gold Boom
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Owen Hall,

president s
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The Pacifican is a publication of the Associated
Students, University of the Pacific and is pub
lished weekly during the academic year. Entered
and paid as second-class postage in Stockton
October 24, 1924 at the Post Office, Stockton,
Calif., under.the Act of March 3,1897. s"bscnP"
tion $3 per year. Telephone 209-946-2114 Mem
ber of the College Press Service and National
Advertising Services, 360 Lexington ven ,
New York, N.Y. 10017. All material copyright The
Pacifican 1975. Send.form 3579 to The Paci ica ,
University of the Pacific, 3601 Pac.f.c Avenue,
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nrpcedence over disease again this week.
Science ta*es ^
wilh this subject matter. The
And it s damnedh
eg and Pacific Medical Center in San
College of Medic
numerous exhibits to Pacific Day.
Francisco plan to br.
^ campus and at lhe Cowell
These will
Health Center( yb y
actual usage oi the d
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Hospital

films, demonstrations and
Subjects include films
continuing education exhibit;

enl inV0iVed.

exhibit:

ophthalmologic*
selfdels; hand surgery display

'.««» -F—
Center activities.

The piece de resistance will be an operable computer tied
into San Francisco, that teaches students how to take a
comprehensive history, what to examine for and then tells the
correct diagnosis and what dummies they are. Thiscomputer
is to be used by the American Board of Internal Medicine to
recertify doctors. College of Medical Sciences, we welcome
you back into the fold.

A.F. Morrison
Cowell Student Health Center

WASHINGTON - Fear is growing inside
the State Department and Pentagon that the
fall of Saigon, now considered a certainty,
may result in a bloodbath between the
South Vietnamese and Americans.
The experts are deeply concerned that
when Americans evacuate the city, South
Vietnamese citizens and soldiers will panic
and attack them. Thus, military and diplo
matic officials have for weeks been assem
bling and updating contingency plans for
such an emergency.
But even if the evacuation goes
smoothly, hundreds of people who want to
get out will be left behind. Much of the
responsibility for this catastrophe, insiders
have complained to us, can be attributed to
the U.S. ambassador in Saigon, Graham
Martin.
He is a fanatic believer in the South
Vietnamese cause and, we are told, has ab
solutely refused to accept the possibility of a
communist victory.
Behind the U.S. embassy in Saigon, for
example, a recreation facility called the
"American Club" is being built. One per
son who recently *retumed from Vietnam
told us that, under Martin's guidance, the
carpenters were still hammering and saw
ing away just a few days ago.
As a consequence of this attitude, our
sources say, Martin has done little to get his
employees out of the country. Insiders are
worried that the tragic scene which re
cently occurred in Da Nang will be re
peated. When the U.S. consulate there was
hastily abandoned, scores of Vietnamese
employees were stranded.
State Department spokesmen say the
evacuation of Americans has proceeded
slowly to avoid creating panic among the
South Vietnamese. At congressional urging,
however, President Ford has now given
"very high priority" to the American pullout.
Also left behind when South Vietnam is
finally abandoned will be thousands of or
phans who could not be brought out on
Operation Baby Lift. The blame for this lies
mainly with the South Vietnamese bureau
cracy.
Most of the 1,700 orphans who were
flown out of Vietnam over the past three
weeks had already been processed before
the big airlift began. Arranging for addi
tional adoptions, however, proved virtually
impossible.
Rosemary Taylor, an Australian who has
been running adoption agencies in Viet
nam for eight years, told us that 12 of her or
phans had died of various diseases in the
past month.
"I dare not think too much about all my
babies who are dying while their papers are
being completed," she told us sadly.
Funereal Faux Pas: The recent furor
over which American diginitary would
attend Chiang Kai-shek's funeral can be
blamed directly on Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger.
At first, President Ford planned to send
Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz to Taiwan.
This, according to our sources, was Kis
singer's recommendation. But the Nation
alist Chinese protested furiously, and Vice
President Nelson Rockefeller was dis
patched to Taipei instead.
Since he opened the doors to Red
China, Kissinger has studiously courted Pe
king. He has gone outof hiswayto favorTaiwan with any gesture that could be inter
preted as friendly. He has instructed his
associates, according to our sources, that he
personally will make all decisions regarding
the two Chinas. And his rule of thumb has
been to deny virtually all requests made by
Taiwan. At times, his treatment of the
Nationalist Chinese has been openly insul
ting.
It was this policy, as much as anything,
which dictated the choice of Earl Butz to
attend Chiang Kai-shek's funeral.
In truth, Kissinger himself would have
benefited from a trip to Taiwan. Our sources
say he has never set foot on the island.

Color Barrier: A House subcommittee
is investigating a little-known form of racial
discrimination in the armed dervices. It
seems that some nations where U.S. troops
are stationed have asked that our men match
the color of the local population. If the
natives are white, they want our soldiers to
be white. If the locals are black, they want
black American troops. The legislators have
found that the Pentagon does little to resist
this kind of discrimination.

No sale: Jackie Kennedy Onassis, we
have learned, often sells her used clothes to
raise extra spending cash. But when clerks
in one New York used-clothing store
discreetly told their customers which items
were Jackie's, they turned up a number of
Kennedy-haters who refused to buy them.
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A day in the life of a UOP grad
This needs no explanation; the whole concept isa large part of

By LARRY SEIDMAN

The last prime directive (and maybe the strangest one of
all) is the concept many people have of retiring at 62. Man, you
can't even screw at 62; need I say more?

(Larry Seidman manages the Fairmont gift shop, mana
ges a Bay Area rock group called Stratus and will be teaching
the rock n' roll course this intersession.)
"Where's the ballroom, sir?" "Ballroom,, I replied,
"Yes. the ballroom," (with a smile) "Two floors down on your
1
^ "Where is the rest room?" "Second door down the hall to
! your left, miss." "Do you carry cigarettes?" "Yeswedo...."
; "Marlboro please." "Hard pack or soft? "Hard, here' Dljed.
•
"Where's the mailbox, miss?" I turned around to face the
•counter "Oh, I am sorry sir!" It is in the main lobby by the
I floral shop...Have a good day." (with a smile, you stupid...)

1

A DIALOGUE from advanced European English? A
group communication encounter session? How about a grade
I seminar in the history of typing? No, this is a smal section ot
: conversation in a day in the life of a UOP graduate.
1 graduated in June of 1974 with an M.A. degree in Com• munication Arts; so I have certain skills in determining whe• ther vou would prefer a hard or soft pack of Marlboro. Actual*• ly I am employed as the manager of the world-famous Fair• mont Hotel newsstand and gift shop atop beautiful Nob Hill in
• cosmopolitan San Francisco.
•
The newsstand and gift shop is part of a family business in
I which I am a part owner and also, I might add, in a sense the
I owner of a brand new type of life. Outside the ivy-covered
I UOP walls and newly-acquired Delta condominiums lies realiI ty. This is not to say that Pacific isa non-realty. However,ast
am finding out. it was and still is a reality of a different sort,
A graduate's reality in 1974, Fairmont or not, is based on
• business. As a matter of fact, everything is these days. From
• UOP to rock n' roll to your own daily survival, the old bottom
• line is the key. Living in UOPIA sometimes mutes you to this,
: esecially when mom and dad are paying for your academic
freedom1 UOPIA is a good life fora while—as long as the LLC
(Fun, Friends and Classes) is the prime directive.

I

MY FAIRMONT experiences have made me aware of all
these directives and more. As I look at UOP with all your vocationalized students, I begin to wonder about what it all
means. I was a product of the late'60s, early 70s. We tried to
make things happen in our lives and beyond our vocation We
developed a popular culture that today's students are still bor
rowing from. We had an identity.
Yes, we had a vocational interest, a path to follow. How
ever, we also took courses and actions that went beyond our
paths, beyond the boundries set forth by our educators, our
oarents and even our own country. To go beyond the coun
tries is not an easy thing, but life outside academics never is

Lis 800 pound canoe, made I
* el reinforcement, is expj
ollrse ir. competition for til

edS>I

work at a hotel, but I pursue other interests that make
things happen for me and others. I manage an up-and-coming
rock n' roll band, plus I teach an occasional university course
in business of pop music.
Your life beyond UOP? Well, it will be hills and valleys,
good days, bad days, up and downs... nothng new, however
you have the options available to make it an interesting life and
one you will be happy with.
Yes, I am a graduate, getting up at 5 o clock in the morn
ing every weekday. Have you ever been so sleepy to use Listso disinfectant instead of Right Guard?
It was a Friday when Mary (the owner of a coffee shop at
the hotel) came by to talk for awhile. She inquired where I had
attended college. I said University of the Pacific in Stockton.
"Oh! " she said, "COP. t h a t was always a nice quiet school. It
sure must be different now for you, quite a change, eh Larry ?
As she spoke, a woman asked for a carton of Laik ciga
rettes (the one with the charcoal filter) in the hard pack. I
turned to Mary and said, "Shit, you ain t kidding! Ihe Lark
woman and Mary blushed...I didn't

'ill an

Watch out Pocahantl
jjere come
the conci|

..••••••

By CARTER LOWRIE
Spanish majors and Co
vell College students have par
ticipated in an informal, reci
procal learning experience in
the context of a Spanish-Eng
lish conversational session.

STUDENT ASSISTANT MANAGERS (3)
For Rathskeller, 1975/76. Must be pre
pared to work 2-3 night/week (5
p.m.—Midnight). Graduate Student or
Upperclass men or women, capable of tak
ing
full
responsibility.
Salary
$2.50/hour.
JOB DESCRIPTION and APPLICATION
FORMS are AVAILABLE in the FOOD
SERVICES OFFICE,
ANDERSON HALL
(946-2533).

for

lnterpreter-liason Sieve
Solot, a COP inter-American
studies graduate student con
centrating in Spanish, initia
ted the get-togethers this se
mester with a dual purpose in
mind.
As a teaching assitunt in
charge of a first-year Spanish
class, he felt his students
"could benefit from a regular
and informal English-Spanish
conversational session.

Rock n' Roll class

Visits to Winterland and
various radio stations and a
tour of Bill Graham s FM Pro
ductions office in San Francis
co are among the activities
planned for the UOP inter
session course "Rock n' RollThe Business, The Culture" to
be offered May 27 through June
13.
UOP graduate Larry Seid
man will instruct the four-unit
course, which will explore the
many facets of the rock musicindustry and its host of perso
nalities. Planned are lectures,
discussions and films, as well
as two-day-a-week field trips.
Class sessions are tenta
tively
lively planned
uiamieu for
iui Thursdays,
muiauajo,

7-10p.m., Fridays, 12:30-3p.m.
and Sundays, 7-10 p.m. Tues
days and Wednesdays will be
set aside for field trips. Loca
tions of class meetings will be
announced. Sign-ups will be ta^
ken in the communication arts
department.

A TA in the Covell English
as a second language (ESL)
department wholeheartedly
department
wholeheartedly
endorsed the idea, suggesting
learn English in the same com
munication process.

The 24-year-old Seidman
graduated from Pacific in 1974
with an M.A. in Commu
nication Arts. He instructed
four courses in mass commu
nication and popular music
here, in addition to serving as
ASUOP social director.

GROUP leader Solot ad
mits having to resort to grade
pressure as the initial incen
tive for his students' partici
pation in this extracurricular
activity.

The pop music classes
headed by Seidman featured
visits by rock promotors Bill
Graham and David Forest and
newspaper columnists Ralph GlesTdman^s

is living° in San
ii: Francisco and is currently
managing a Bay Area rock
group called Stratus.

BREAKFAST
AT MCDONALD'S.

With Syrup • Butter
• 2 Golden Brown Hotcakes
• Country Pork Sausage

Tear Along Dotted Line

"We originally met in a
smaller room, but we've had to

rsM

10110II!
•id!»(i
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move to expanded facilities in
303 Knoles Hall. And it s not
the coffee and cookies which
have brought the people o.ut. al
though that adds to creating a
related social atmosphere."
"The Venezuelans have especially been interested,
commented Solot, "and are be
coming increasingly involved
in the unique program; the
first such 'language encoun
ter' held on a regular basis at
UOP.
"Living here in the states,
the Venezuelans must learn
English if they're to get along
at all outside of their own,
somewhat restrictive dorm sit
uation.
The chance for them to
try their English with a recep
tive. American peer group is
ten more rewarding than reg
ular class in their efforts to be
come bilingual. They have am
bitiously lunged at the op
portunity because they must
get the English down—it's a
matter of sink or swim," Solot
believes.
One Venezuelan student,
Hermes Rodriguez, expressed
in a broken way his delight in
the interaction. He keeps a list
of new, English vocabulary
words he has learned with the
Spanish definition alongside.
"THE AMERICAN stuents, many of whom place less
emphasis on a commanding a
second languge. have really
made an effort to become in
volved." Solot said.
"They
have exhibited
great patience in aiding the
Venezuelans and expressing
their shaky attempts of a for
eign language.
"There is a great equality
here. The defenses have re

from
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The change will be affect
ing all future students since the
B.S. will be the only degree of
fered them. All present busi
ness students, with the excep
tion of seniors, will have the op
tion of chosing either program
to attain their degree. Seniors
must finish with their B.A. de
gree.
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The COP business admini
stration department has just
been granted the authority to
offer a Bachelor of Science de
gree, whereas previously the
only degree that could be of
fered was a Bachelor of Arts.

GARDEN OF EATIN

Present this card at McDonald's. It entitles you to McDonald's
new b r e a k f a s t . . . 2 golden brown hotcakes, a country pork
sausage, topped with butter and syrup all for only 25g.

MCDONALD'S'

Bachelor of Science
degree offered by COP
business department
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Why not live, study and learn in EUROPE ?
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"But right away it caught
on and my students find it a
pleasure—a painless method of
learning Spanish," he claimed.
"It's really workedoulbetter than planned. We have
been averaging 15-20 partici
pants—up to 25—each week.
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real OAS. The Venezuelen consul front San Francisco, as well
as a sub-consul from the Panamanian consulate, attended the
meeting. The major issue discussed was the reorganization,
the OAS and many heated debates ensued.

The Model Organization of American alates (OA )
ence was held in the Elbert Covell Dining Hall all day Wed
nesday. All American countries were represented by L
students in a mock re-creation of a 1973conference held by the

WHAT LIES ahead for you after graduation? Well, if
I you're like most students these days, being the "job-oriented
I students of the '70s", there will be three inspiring prime direcI tives headed your way,
t
The first, and best known, the Friday syndrome. ExpresI sions like, "Blue Monday, striding midweek, It's all down hill
J from here, can t wait until Friday and Hey, we made it
• These expressions become routine and take on a more signifi
cant role in your life than the UOP Friday syndrome. The dif• ference here is that you are earning a living five days a week,
• while at UOPIA a weekend can (if you'd like it) begin on a
' Tuesday and end the following Wednesday if your little heart
• desires it.
The second prirne directive is rather remote to you. So, 1
I will try to make it pimple and clear. The two week vacation
I (out of a possible 52) —two weeks are 14 days or 336 hours per
•year of vacation, quite a change from the old college^days.^
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This is
Entertainment!
By ANTHONY BUY ANT
Here's a hypothetical question: What if David Duke (the
director of the Ku Klux Klan) were a student here at UOP; or
more specifically, a COP student? One of his speeches might
sound like this:
"Did you know that your destiny here at UOP is controlled
by minorities? Yes, that's right! Just look at our student
government. You'll find that the head of the ASUOP social
commission is a Raymond student. It's a fact! Hisname is Lee
• Rosenberg. And that's not all; Mark Rogo, the former ASUOP
vice president is a member of SAE. If you don't believe me, you
icon look it up.
And what about next year? Not only is our new vice presi
dent a member of the radical Asian Alliance, but he s a Phar
macy student! It's people like this who threatenour good COP
ideals. After all, it's COP students who founded this great
• school of ours.
Just think for a second. Where would this university be
without COP? There'd be some Raymond or Callison student

running things. How would you like that? All ol the dorms
would be like Price House. Everyone would be smoking dope
and wearing dirty clothes. Why I'd bet alLof our classes would
be on bead making and basket weaving!
What if those Pharmacy people took over? We wouldn't be
able to take a decent humanities course.
Why, I'd be willing to bet that most of you didn't know that
John Saltnes, who happens to be the manager of the ASUOP
Record Store, is also a student at Raymond College. Positions
like that should be filled by COP students because we're a ma
jority.
Just look at our newspaper. The news editor, Carter Lowrie, is a Raymond student. How can you have freedom of the
press when the freaks are running everything? Even thecopy
editor, Jeff LaBelle , is in Elbert Covell College; do you. call
that fair? Of course it's not fair. The ad manager, as well as the
photography editor and the sports editor (Bill Callejas, Sim
von Kalinowski and Greg Bava, respectively) are all mem
bers of a fraternity. I'm sure I don't have to tell you how the
fraternities and the sororities are beginning to take things
over!
It's about time that we COP students rebel against these
outsiders and the ones of our kind who join those Greek houses.
Let's get things back to the way it was back in the 1950 s when
this great university was called College of the Pacific!
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Hollywood's two
new musicals

By ANTHONY BRYANT,
JIM MEADE AND
MARK VON CULIN
Delightful is the word that
best describes the Stockton
Opera Association's (in col
laboration with Delta College
and UOP) production of "The
Bartered Bride".
It was definitely a treat lor
those who consider them
selves to be "opera bulls", and
it had redeeming moments for
those of us who can claim that
"Mighty Mouse" is the closest
thing to an opera that we've
seen.
The plot is this: boy meets
girl and falls in love; but she
has one of those "old time con
tracts" to marry someone else
(like "Anything Goes"), and so
on.
One aspect of the "The
Bartered Bride" that made it
more comprehensible to the
layman was that some of the
opera was spoken instead ol
sung. This gave us a chance to
figure out the plot in between
the music.
A QUESTION one might
ask is "How can anybody
spend $10,000 on an opera?"
That's answered as soon as the
curtain opens. We see the
lavishness of the costumes, set
and personnel. There are first-

By LUIS REYES
Two new musical films are
now showing at your local
movie houses that seem to indi
cate a revival of this form of
film entertainment that has
been lying dormant for a few
years. "Funny Lady" is one of
the two and it is by far the bet
ter due to the fact that Barbra Streisand stars in the film.

rate dancers, jugglers and
singers.
Michael Neufield, a gra
duate of UOP's Conservatory
of Music, took command ol the
stage from his entrance to his
exit Neufield, who showed per
haps the finest voice in the
cast, was touching; his stut
tered lines were effective and
easily understood. As a result,
he stole the show.
As Kezal, the marrige
broker, Gregor Bean gave a
very fine performance drama
tically. The 6-9 singer looked
incredibly gawky and his
movements and expressions
were very effective. Unfor
tunately, his vocal production
was too dark to facilitate good
diction. Many of his words
were swallowed, thus damp
ening an otherwise line per
formance.
A circus scene seemed to
get the entire audience in
volved with the opera. The new
dimension it brought was
greatly enjoyed by the opera
faithfuls and the curious obser
vers in the audience.
How-the opera's plot was
resolved, which was not a mys
tery to anyone who read their
program, was handled ellectively. To no one's surprise,
there was a happy ending: boy
gets girl.

A sequel to the highly pop
ular and successful '/Funny
Girl", this film continues the
life and loves of star Fanny
Brice a la Streisand. We meet
Fanny during her days as a
Ziegfield star through her di
vorce from Nick Arnstein and
her association and marriage
to showman and songwriter
Billy Rose.

The visual exuberance and
some funny moments hold the
film together. To say it mildly,
Reynolds and the rest of the
cast are not at their best in this
film. Frankly, you would be
better off going to see a revival
of an old Fred Astaire-Ginger
Rogers movie.
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Newman and Robert
and was directed by nZ"
Roy Hill. This is the sametj
that three years later
made
"The Sting". The film £
plenty of action and darin,
with many fine comic mom
ents superbly played by New
man and Redford. Katherk
Ross as Etta Place does well!,
her role.

By LUIS REYES
In 1902, two members of a
notorious and ornery gang of
outlaws known as The Wild
Bunch" came to realize that
civilization was fast closing in
on the open ranges of the West
and the time had come to find
easier pickings elsewhere.
Taking with them a pretty
schoolteacher, Etta Place and
$30,000 in stolen banknotes,
they traveled east to New York
and then lit out for South
America.
The outlaws' names were
Robert Leroy Parker and
Harry
Longbaugh—better
known as Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid. They were
perhaps the last of the legen
dary badmen of the West.
One of the most successful
and best westerns of recent
years, "Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid" stars Paul

The movie builds and
moves from one sequence i»
another with the evermea
acing Pinkerton detective hot
in pursuit to the memorable
finale. Then Butch and the Kid
are surrounded and gunned
down by Bolivian troops in
South America. Onamoresen
ous level the film is a lament
for the old West and simpler
times.
"Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid" will be shot
ing all this weekendat theUni
versity Center Theatre.

SPC
GREG BAVA,
Friday,

April 25, 1975

'Man of La Mancha'
tonight at Civic

CAAN AND STREISAND IN "FUNNY LADY'
SOME GOOD musical pro
duction numbers and a few
funny moments highlight an Minnelli, Busby Berkeley and
The new songs in the film
otherwise badly scripted and Stanley Donen have been are reminiscent of the songs in
the prior film but have less im
directed movie. Director Herb successful and creative with
pact. "Funny Lady" exceeds
Ross gives us only bits of musical film.
mediocrity but it is not a para
shows. The full production
Streisand is simply Strei
gon of film-musical enter
numbers we do see lack ima sand and that is fantastic.
ginative camera work that James Caan as Billy Rose con tainment.
would grasp the viewer's atten veys a fine ability for comic
tion and hold it. The film slows acting. Omar Sharif as Nick
CAN YOU imagine Burt
down when it concentrates on comes off a bit of a heel, but
Reynolds singing and dancing
the personal story.
his way into our hearts? Well,
maybe that is the way it should
The harsh, cutting and un be, since we see him through
Burt gives it a good try in the
musical "At Long Last Love"
even editing may have con the eyes of an older, more ma
directed by Peter Bodtributed to some effect. Only a ture Fanny Brice, no longer the
danovich. The film is a fro
few directors such as Vincente funny girl.
licking, free-wheeling musical
tale set in the '30s of the rich
and well to do. Reynolds plays
a millionaire and Cybil Shepard plays a wealthy socialite.
Italian newcomer to the American screen, Dulio Del
Prete,
plays
handsome
charmer.

NEW FOR STOCKTON

LEONARD KOPPETT

fly

LIVE MUSIC
& DANCING
FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS
TONIGHT FEATURING

95*
GOOD FOOD & GOOD TIMES
FOR THE LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN
CHECK IT OUT & SPREAD THE
NEWS...
THE GOOD TIMES ARE BACK!

744 N. EL DORADO

463-5864

The songs by Cole Porter
are really wonderful. If you
want to really enjoy them, see
UOP's musical production of
Porter's "Anything Goes".
They had class and style and
were the best. So it seems we
will have to wait and see the
forthcoming "Tommy" for
some creative and imagina
tive use of the film musical.

UOP THEATRE'S DENNIS JONES AND DARRELL PERSELS

What makes
Anythiag Go?
By ALISON BARNWELL
"Anything Goes" is the
drama department's final
major production of the year.
It took the cooperative efforts
of over 80 people (who re
hearsed, built the sets, con
structed the 70-plus cos
tumes, styled wigs, fould
props, made false beards and
moustaches, etc., etc., etc.) to
make last night's opening
performance of this 1930's Cole
Porter musical possible.
"Anything Goes" is not
appealing simply to those who
are 1930's nostalgia buffs.
What it is, simply, is
entertaining. It's easy to
approach a show of this type
from a satirical angle, but
director Mark Wardrip has not
done so.
What he has done is rea
lized the truehokey value of the
show and, with the aid of set de
signer Darrell Persels, has
played it to its hokiest hilt. De

spite the inevitable headaches
a director incurs during the
course of a production, for
Wardrip it has been a "re
warding and fulfilling experi
ence to work with so many
talented people."
LAUNCHING the U.S.S.
American luxury liner on the
Rotunda stage has not been an
easy task. Many of the people
working on the various crews
have had little or no prior
experience with the particular
aspect that they are res
ponsible for in this show. For
instance, the stage manager
(somebody
named
Alison
Barnwell) has never worked in
the UOP set-construction shop
before "Anything Goes."
However, technical direc
tor Persels and technical assis
tant Dennis Jones have not
been thwarted by such handi
caps as the stage manager not
knowing what she's doing. It's
taken innumerable hours of
labor, but they've seen toit that
all of the set's^ details were
completed on t'ime, down to
making sure that all the ship's
portholes were painted on
straight.
Jim Kelley has found it
tougher to launch the U.S.S.

American on the Rotunda
stage than to choreograph the
musical numbers on the U.S.S.
American.
According to
Kelley, who plays one of the
leading roles in addition to be
ing the choreographer, " 'Any
thing Goes' is built as show
case for lavish production
numbers; and therefore it calls
for intricate coordination and
timing rather than just sim
plified movement."
The production coor
dinator and assistant to Ward
rip is Gerry Babb. "I've
learned a lot from being able to
sit back and watch the actors
on stage during rehearsals,"
Babb said.
During performance it is
the production coordinator's
responsibility to call all sound
and lighting cues. Babb has
found that being a production
coordinator has provided him
with a crash course in num
erous aspects of theatre pro
duction.
"Anything Goes" will plav
tonight (ASUOP night), Sun ,
day, May 1, 2, and 3. There will
matinees as well as evening
performances on Saturdays
Reservations may be made bv
phoning the drama depart
ment at 946-2116, or tickets
may be purchased at the door.

"Man of La Mancha". a
distinguished musical based oh
Cervantes'
"Don Quixote",
opens tonight at the Stockton
Civic Theatre.
The song, "The Impos
sible
Dream",
which
undoubtedly is the most well
known number in the show, is
one of the many tunes com

posed for "Man of La .....
cha" by Joe Darian and Mil
chell Leigh.
Featured performers in
clude Gene WisenorusQuixole
and Tom Scott as Sancho Panza.
Steve Siler directs "La
Mancha" which will run week
ends through May 24. Formore
information, cull 463-6813.

Calaveras Calendar
Friday, April 25
6:30 & 9 p.m. "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" at the University
Center Theatre.

7 p.m. Alisa Kim, mezzo, Sr. recital & Kim Wacker, soprano,Sr. recitalConservatory
8 p.m. "Anything Goes" at the DeMarcus Brown Theatre
8 p.m. Golden Earring, at Winterland (S.F.)
8:15 p.m. Marlene Schultz, bassoon,Sr. recital & Cindy Holmes,piano,
Sr. recital- Conservatory
8.30 p.m. "Man of La Mancha" at Stockton Civic Theatre
Saturday, April 26
1.30, 4 p.m., 6:30, 9 p.m. "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid at the
University Center Theatre
10 a.m. Pharmacy commencement- Conservatory
7 p.m. Jim Murray, tube, Jr. recital- Conservatory
7:30 p.m. Flamenco Dance Troupe, Conservatory
8 p.m. Anything Goes" at the DeMarcus Brown Theatre
•
p.m. Claudia Nollner, piano. Sr. recital-Conservatory
8 p.m. Lynyrd Skynyrd, Baker-Gurwitz Army and The Charlie Daniels
Band at Winterland (S.F.)
8:30 p.m. "Man of La Mancha at Stockton Civic Theatre
Sunday, April 27
30' 9 p m- "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
linfvo,
University Center Theatre

at the
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°®°"o Seea Potifit netters
Triple Crowe drop matches
May 3-4
By CHRIS MAYTNIER

The UOP men's tennis
team lost twice again last week
and stretched its losing streak
to six matches. The Tigers'
DO TAR " reC°rd is now a disap
pointing 4-9 in the season.

tar ^ 1 m "0t makinS excuses
for our performances over the
last few weeks," said head
coach Maurie McCullen, but
the weather has really hurt us
because we haven't been able
to play on a regular basis. "
The team was a victim of a
pair of 7-2 defeats last week
They came at the hands of San
ta Clara April 19, and then to
Fresno State, April 21.
The Tigers had beaten San
ta Clara 5-4 earlier in the sea
son but this day was to be a
different day. The only win
ners for the Tigers were the
doubles teams of Pete Bohhnger—Paul Metzger and Ron
Kronenberger—Sue Collier.
The Fresno State match
UOP's football team isprowas a matter of the Bulldogs gressing slowly in the early
being too good for the Tigers stages of • its annual spring

Football
is off to
slow start

This was always the great
cop-out by the adults in re
sponsible
positions
when
gambling scandals broke in
basketball. "I can't see why
they would want to do that,"
said men who knew grades had
been forged, spending money
had been given, rules had been
bent—and who knew thousands
of dollars they could see their
efforts bring in. A teacher must
be able to "figure out" what
motivates cheating, so he can
try to counteract it. Plati
tudes make poor preventative
medicine.
Next week, no philosophy,
Ipromise.

Fall sports start workouts
Both of Pacific's fall sports teams, water
polo (above) and football (below), have be
gun their workouts in preparation for next

practice session.
But, head coach Chester
Caddas is far from worried
about it.

Intramural
playoffs

Stickmen lose 8-4

The Pacific Lacrosse Club
dropped its home opener last
Saturday to the Golden Gate
Lacrosse of San Francisco by a
score of 8-4.
Both teams played evenly
in the first half with Pacific's
success due mainly to the fine
play of its goalie, Steve Collum, who made several out
standing saves. The score at
halftime was just 3-2infavorof
Golden Gate.
The second half began
much like the first with a lot of

the understanding of an impor
tant authority figure. If a man
can spend his life among the
pressures and hypocrisy of the
college scene and not recog
nize what impels some to
cheat, there is little chance
cheating will be reduced.

that day. The winners for the
Tigers were Steve Kessler and
,
Ron Kronenberger.
"As coach, my late-season goal is to put it ail together
just one time," added Mc
Cullen.
The Tigers host San Fran
cisco State this Saturday at 2
p.m. Pacific Day, and will hope
to put it all together then.

"We're moving awfully
slowly on offense," said
Caddas.
"Mainly because
The intramural basket
we're having to work in so
ball season is drawing to a many new players.
close this week, with the play
"Defensively, we haven't
off championship games be
been too concerned about put
ing played last Wednesday,
ting in too many things he
yesterday and Monday.
added.
"So, we've been
Teams vying for champi
concentrating mainly on
The NASCAR race fea
onship awards include: A intensity, aggressiveness hittures late-model stock cars.
League-Mr. Big Stuff vs. ting and pursuit."
This is the second NASCAR
MFBB, B League—Big Ba
Though slow, Caddas has
race ever to be run on the La
bies
vs. Has Beens, C been pleased with the teams
guna Seca couii§e. The best of
League—Baun Hall vs. Bad gress.
the West Grand National
Dudes, Women's—BS Squad
"There's been a lot of
drivers are expected to com
vs. Blue Moon.
enthusiasm," Caddas added.
pete for the $10,000 purse and
"I'm not super-pleased or
Intramural softball also
for points in the Winston West
super-displeased right now.
began last Wednesday and to
Grand National Series.
We're just trying to analyze
morrow will feature a freethings slowly as we go along."
throw shooting contest and a
two-man volleyball tourna
That enthusiasm has been
ment.
accompained by plenty of hit
ting.
Oars in the Volkswagen
Gold Cup Championship are
open-wheel, single-seat racers
powered by
Volkswagen
1600cc engines with chasis by
Lola, Royale, Tui and Zink.
They will be competing for a
$10,000 purse in a 25-lap race.
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ders of the I'u'P10
• will
Mardi Gra-s "

»''H vespnc, n'Vi *a'.ng

was «na u3 ofco,lege always
was, and should be, to prepare

A
45-minute, 84-play
scrimmage was the highlight
of the four-a-week sessions so
far. It was a good scrim
mage," Caddas said by way of
"There
was
assessment.
plenty of good contact and it

hard hitting and good defen
sive play; but the fatigue be
gan to show among the UOP
players as their opponents be
gan to break through for easy
scores.
Randy Bernard scored
I
three goals for Pacific, while •
player-coach Charlie Bates
UQOOt
I
chipped in one.
The next game will be
Porty
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. against
<•8
Palo Alto Lacrosse Club on the
|»<ONC
474-177J
fields next to the UOP tennis
courts.

looked like some of the scrim
Led by returning veteran John
mages we used to have around Ertman, the Tigers completed
here."
only four of 17 passes in the
The spotlight was grabbed
scrimmage,
prompting
by the defensive unit for much
Caddas to refer to the aerial
of the lengthy scrimmage.
game as an "immediate area
That unit, being rede
concern."
signed and rebuilt after
Fullbacks Bruce Gibson'
encountering rough water last
and Bob Ferraro, swingman
year, has been keyed by the
Dale Williams and tailback
performances of linebackers
Darwin Benjamen have per
Rudy Viney and Louie Tuiformed well in the backfield.
tama and end Steve Heinrich.
"We have always moved
The offense, also being re
more quickly on offense in the
built in the absence of Allpast," Caddas explained. "A
America tailback Willard Har-1 year ago this time, we had put
rell, has been moving slowly.
in one-third more plays than

we have now. But, we're work
ing with a new center, all new
tight ends, three new quarter
backs and basically inexper
ienced running backs. So, it's
taking more time."
The Tigers still have
plenty of time remaing before
they stage their annual spring
showing for the public, May 10,
in an intrasquadgame in Paci
fic Memorial Stadium.
They'll continue to work
•out Mondays, Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 3:30 p.m. and
Saturday mornings at 9- 30
until that date.
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Last Chance Ta lain
PEACE CORPS
This
Interviewing seniors and graduate
students in:

al&Lana Patten, soprnn •

glish

°ut eight batters to help
tout Fresno 2-0. Syd Church
in the second game of
i(1
l Uu'eheader by one-hitting
ulldogs as the Tigers won
| J.In by a 6-1 score. The win
1 "nproved Church's over

all win-loss record to a 6-0
mark.
At the same time, the
Tiger's hitting showed all indi
cations that the recent slump
the team has been experi
encing was at an end. They
were led at the plate by first
baseman Mike Cronin, who
was six for 11 in the three
games while knocking in seven
runs and Gary Miyama, who
hit two home runs and col
lected five RBIs.
The wins brought Paci
fic's Pacific Coast Athletic As-t
sociation record to 6-4, putting
them back into contention for
the league lead and giving
them a 23-14 overall mark.
The Tigers spent this week
in Hawaii playing five games
there and returned home last
night. They meet San Jose
State tonight at 7:30 at Billy
Hebert Field.

tSk m- Sl'fiSh' °btuse, onethere ^rlnl?d clods <of whom
y-in 'be coaching Drofe .
it off But en"'-' 1 d ^USt shrug
consider the hmmg from men 1
their type best andhighest of
Whf adepressing.

The B.F. Goodrich Radial
Challenge
will
feature
economy sedans of both U.S.
and foreign production. The
sub-compacts included in this
event are Colts, Vegas, Pintos,
Gremlins, Opels , Datsuns and
Toyotas. They will compete in
a 50-lap race for $10,000.

"or us

Calendar

CAHILL
was
corn"
menting 0n th0
cribbingscanH i m°St rece"t
thE^^tPoint,
cadets
which
fonnH

Exotic imported racing
cars, Porsches, BMWs and
Capns, will face specially-pre
pared domestic
Corvettes,Camaros and Mustangs in the
weekend's feature event, the
$35,000 Camel GT Challenge,
This event is runin two 100-mile
heats.

ancha'

I

0getsad,

Four events during the
race weekend will include cars
ranging from 3,800-pound De
troit stackers to sleek, singleseat, Super Vee formula cars.

J' Butch Cassidy and is
[dance Kid" will hi u e

sports

a'any0„e-h

The Monterey Triple
Crown races, May 3 and 4, will
bnng to Laguna Seca Race
way the greatest variety of '
racing machinery ever to com
pete in a professional meet at
the 1.9-mile road course.

the old West aid ifaT
lvs.
Simpler

Ill Leigh0"'

S.

GREG BAVA, Sports Editor
April 25, 1975
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TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY
DIAL
STOCKTON
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Civil Engineering
Secondary Education (Chemistry,
Physics, General Science)
Business Education
Mathematics
Chemistry
Physics
And liberal arts majors with experience in
agriculture, construction, auto mechanics,
electricity.
PEACE CORPS ON CAMPUS NEXT WEEK
FIRST LEVEL Mall, Student Center
Tues. - Fri., April 22-25
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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KKK

major U.S. campuses
In his interview, Duke es
poused the idea of separate
communities for blacks and
whites. Each city would be
ruled by members of the race
that lived in that city, he ex
plained.

1 1

"I THINK the Negroes
should have the right to pursue
their own culture, environ
ment and
ideals. I don't
think," he continued, "that
they can ever achieve their full
potential as long as there are
white people above them tel
ling them what their potential
is and what their ideals are."

would not
disclose the
membership of the KKK. He
would say that there are a num
ber of sheriffs among the
members of the Klan.
Accompanying Duke in the
interview was the California
director of the Klan, Jim War
ner. Both men agreed that the
Klan would be supporting Gen
eral George Brown for Presi
dent.

The purpose of the Klan is
to protect the white culture and
attempt to clean the races.
"Each
race has different
characteristics and they
should try and protect these.
Duke likened today's pop The blacks have certain
ulation situation to a reverse of characteristics—I don't thinkI
the evolution theory where the could throw a spear as far in
best of the species multiply. the Congo."
"The best of our people, the
There was extremely tight
prominent and economically security during the speech and
secure people, should be the Duke arrived and departed in
ones having children. Right secret. But before he finished,
now the uneducated poor he left the audience with these
people are multiplying like words, "We must protect the
rabbits," he said.
white race. Because, ladies
and gentlemen, without the
Due to the secrecy of the
white race this wouldbe a very,
organization and in order to
protect its members, Duke very dark world."

A

FOR SALE OR RENT

Summer jobs for '75, no exper
ience necessary. Apply lor
jobs at Slate and Federal
Parks, Guest Ranches. Tour
ist resorts, private cam >s
Learn How, When, and Where
lo apply. Receive over 200 Ca
lifornia. names and addresses.
Send $3 to J.O.B , P.O. BOX
708. Monterey, CA.. 93940

Must Sell! Sears Coldspot
(University Size) refrigerator.
Mustard yellow. .Like new
(1974 model) $90 or best offer.
Call Amy or Nora at 462-9326.

STEREO EQUIPMENT
For Sale - Stereo Components:
Will sell to best offer. Sansu
QS-01 Quad, full logic matri>
decoder , Sansui QS-500 Quad
converter. If seriously inter
ested, call Ed, 462-9336.

For Sale: Beulifulhouse. 4 bed
rooms, 3 full baths, new car Excellent Condition! Toshiba
peting. air-conditioning. Nice solid state stereo phonograph
yard. Walking distance from system. AM/FM radio. 8-tracf
the university. Call 478-1860 lor stereo ' cartridge. 1 yr. old
information.
Contact Randi, Box 302Red
Employment! U.S. Foreign! For Sale: Amplifier, Fender Callison Lodge.
All Government. Education. Bassman top, $100. Call 465- For Sale - Nickelplated Bund}
Sales. Social, Coslruction, Oil 4481.
flute, slightly used. $130.0(
Fields, Permanent. Part-time, For Rent: Niceprivate room in negotiable. Contact Jan at 477
Summer, Resorts.
Parks, pleasant surroundings with 6432.
>
Ships. Directory, Application, private bath and kitchen pri
Resume, Instructions, Com vileges. Available immediate High fidelity equ
plete kit $3 postpaid. National ly for $70 a month including sale:
Information
Service,
422 utilities, telephone extension. 2 JBL 100's - 2 lar
Washington Building, Wash One mile from campus. Call Phase Linear 400Watts RMS per chan
ington, D.C. 20005
Ginny Miller 948-1305.
neer-Autotuning Reef
Grocery Store manager's posi Wanted: A minaiure blac 2500, for $1,050. John
tion open— now accepting Daehsund, m ale. Price no ol Serious inquiries 6nl;
applications which are avail ject. .Call K. Mien at 47 i-R42!
For Sale - 2 AdvenI spei
able at the ASUOP office.
Sacrifice! SL 125 Honda. 500
(oiled walnut) $16Ci 00. 2
miles- Bell helmet included.
100's studio monitor spe.
MEN - WOMEN! JOBS ON
$600 or best offer. Call Sunnye
SHIPS! No experience re
$575.00 or best offer. Call Johr
946'2165 M-F 8:30-5 p.m.
quired. Excellent pay. World
477-8277.
Serious inquiries only.
wide travel. Perfect summer
job or career, tytnd
$3 for 1971 Honda Elsfnore CR 250.
information. SEAFAX, Dept. Good condition, fresh engine,
C-12, P.O. Box 2049, Port many extras. Best offer. Call Student tours— Summer
Europe, Israel, Orien
Angeles, Washingtong 98362. Ken 477-3008.
America. S. Pacific, cf
Summer employment at a
flights ... Call Cheri at 477children's camp at Tulloch
For Sale: 1974 Bricklin
in 6008
Lake near Jamestown. The
2 College girls interested in
Stockton.
camp is coed, ages 8-17 and I
Electric Gull Wing Doors, house sitting this summer.
need an experienced water
Mag Contact Diane, 462-4727.
AM/FM, Air Cond.,
front director WS1, male, aged
wheels, radials.
Private Pilot will fly scenic
23 or over. 1 also need male and
Contact (209) 478 1816
tours of theStockton area for$7
female counselors, 20 years or
above, a camp housekeeper For Sale: '63 yellow custom a person. Contact Ken at Price
and a camp nurse or nurse's built VW with wide tires, flared House #204 or call 462-9594.
aid. The conditions are rugged lenders, white diamond tuck
and only non-smokers apply. and AM/FM eight track stcreCall (2091 847-5269 evenings for, o. Good condition, $1,200 or FOUND. Inlront of the Fin
best offer. Call Brenda 466- ancial Aids Office: color
appointment.
8155.
photos of Linette, Carmen and
Harry. Pich them up in the
1969 VW hug. New engine, good Paeifican Office, 3rd floor,
SACRIFICE! 3 1110. old Bauer brakes and tires. Runs very North Hall.
C4. Super mm movie camera. well. $1,000 or best oiler. 4631:4 auto, zoom ratiosingle. 8.36 0832
Lost. HP35 Calculator in
frames/sec. Auto & manual
exposure control.
Contact 1966 VW bus. Brand new 10C0 Rotunda 105. March 18th, 4636094.
Sherry at Farley House Km. rebuilt engine, excellent body
Found over the past year in
311. 462-9146
condition, radio, good trans Knoles Hall: books, note
$1,000. Contact books, coats, gloves, hats, etc.,
Good Deal on 35mfn camera: portation.
Soviet "Zenilh-B". with 1-2 Dave 466-8719. evenings a Her 7. Please come to the English
lens, carrying case plus.Canon except Wednesdays.
Department (206 Knoles) to
135 111111 telepholo for same
For Sale: 1.973 Toyota Corolla claim these lost items.
f 2.8. All in working order; sold
Lost: Elementary Surveying
1600 l)elux Coupe.
as a package only lor just $50.
Excellent body and engine con textbook. Please contact Joan.
Call Janet 462-8526.
dition. Less than 20.000 miles. 463-9216.
FOR SALE: Four Firestone
Good economical
trans
steel-belted
radials,
CRportation. Must see to appre EXPERT TYPING: Disserta
70x13". Price $180 for all four,
ciate. Call 477-7068 any even tions, theses, term papers,
•egular $260. Inquire at 462ing
?
etc., done professionally by
1135.
Genevieve Macias.
Hours:
For Sale - Good Transporta For Sale: 1959 MGA Sport
6pm.-10pm. Call 478-0354
tion!
I Roadster LeMans Classic. Rej
j) MAGIC FINGERS?!
Raleigh, 3 speed bike, good buill engine, wide rear I
We've got 20 to do your typing
condition.
Chrome rims, new prime paint for you. Call Patty or Livvy at
$35. U'slie 477-8277.
and new carpeting. Sporty car. 478-2400 after 4p.m.
FOR KENT: Nice private good condition, gas mileage, TYPING. Typist w/IB'M Seroom in pleasant surroun- Call 477-7068 after 5.
leetric carbon ribbon typewri
dings with private bath and
„ .,
ter wants to work on manu
kitchen privileges. Available 1969 VW Bug - New rebuilt ennew brakes scripts..dissertations and the-'
month 8ine« new
r>
immediately lor $70
and good tires. Runs well. $1200 sfcs- References; Call 478-4197
including utilities, tvlcphonc
TYPING. Expert typist de
extension. One mile from cam or best offer. 463-9336,
sires papers that need lo be
pus. Call Ginny Miller- 9481968 Mustang, good condition, typed. Call Carol. 478-9157 M1305.
best offer, contact John at 946- TH
9—6,
Fri.
2—6.
Typing done in my home. Call
Calculator lor sale Texas 2315.
Instruments SR-11. Excellent For Sale: 1973 Pinto Station 463-8911 anytime.

STATE EMPLOYMENT SUMMER INTERNSHIP posj
tions will be posted Monday at the Placement Office. Piease
have your resumes prepared.
THOSE TAKING FOREIGN LANGUAGE for the first
• w next semester should plan to take the language piace.
ment examS 29 at 4 p.m. on the 3rd floor of Knoles Hall
The department of modern languages is offering the exams in

'cost for the brunch will be $L50 at the door.

desired

Spanish, German and French.

ASSOCIATED JEWISH STUDENTS will be holding a
and dinner aUhc Grace Co.ell Pal,o
U™ even-

SENIORS should check with the Registrar s office immediately to make sure you will receive proper honors at gra.
duation If you feel that this semester s grades will help your
CPA, then it must be specially requested. Otherwise, this
semester's grades will not be counted.

ing at 5:30.
COLLEGE OPERA ASSOCIATION
[reaka (nolnecessanly

lika lo obtain lurtbor

ESSST-iES* Marmion a.
SENIORS! Graduation announcements only available
until April 25th. Call COPA at 946-2304 for information.
PFACE CORPS representatives will be on campus today

before May 1.
GRANTS FOR GRADUATE STUDY ABROAD I976-77are
now available to qualified applicants. Interested students
should contact Dr. Reubin Smith, dean of the Graduate School
before the end of the semester.

DEBATE

ASUOP TRAVEL SERVICE has summer jobs in France
and England. For information, see Michele French or Ralph
Myers in the ASUOP office. 946-2233.

from pg. one

INTERESTED IN A SUMMER JOB? Scientific and Pro
fessional Enterprises. College Division, will make available to
any student an information sheet of summer job searching. It
is free and all that is necessary is that you send in your request
with a stamped self-addressed envelope to 2237 El Camino
Real. Palo Alto. CA 94306.

"WALL IN JERUSALEM," a film depicting the history of
Jews and establishment of Israel as the Jewish state, will be
shown May 1in conjunction with the Israeli Independence Day
festivities in the University Center Theatre at 8 p.m. The film
is directed by Frank Rossi and narrated by Richard Burton.

A MEDIEVAL ARTS AND CRAFT FAIRE at SCU Stanis
laus in Turlock will be held May 1-3 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.each
day. Student artists and craftspersons are invited to sell their
wares, with no rental charge, at the Faire. If interested in
having a free booth, send name, address, phone, type or art or
craft and number of tables and chairs needed to Mary Sue Sut
ton, Medieval Faire, c/o English Dept., C.S.C.S., 800 W. Monte
Vista Ave., Turlock, CA 95380.

AS PART OF THE CHINESE FESTIVAL sponsored by
Delta College, a dance featuring Maharlika andTne Fondells
will be held Saturday at 9:30 p.m. in the Scottish Rite Temple
on Alpine Avenue. Tickets $2.50 in advance and $3 at the door.

The 1975 National Debate
Tournament was coordinated
by UOP's debate coach. Dr.
Paul Winters. "There were a
few teams who were constant
ly late and delaying rounds.
However, on the whole every
one agreed the tournament
came off very smoothly."

Pacific

MORTAR BOARD, the senior women's honor society, is
now accepting applications for membership. Junior women,
interested in joining this service-oriented group, should pick
up an application at the student personnel office in Knoles Hall

THE UOP PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE is looking lor a
student to work next fall on a part time basis in the the
preparation of new releases and related public relations tasks.
An interest and/or background in news writing would be
desirable. Students interested should contact the Pub ic
Relations Office, 2nd floor. Burns Tower, or telephone 946-231 .

THE DECISION by the
judges in Baylor's favor was a
surprise to the audience, as
well as Redlands. A pre-decision poll showed that 80 percent
of the audience thought Redllands won.

Vol. 75, No. 9

ONE 1
THOUSAND
UINIL
nuuamiu DOLLARS
— will be awarded as egrand
,d,
prize in the First Annual Poetry Competition, sponsored by
World of Poetry, 801 Portola Drive, Suite 211, San Francisco,
CA 94127. The contest closes June 30.

on,y'oSeniorsa'nd graduate —
ted in programs that will start trainingbetween June and S p
tember. They will conduct informal interviews on the t.rst
floor of the University Center from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

indicated. Baylor argued that
the affirmative plan did not of
fer solvency nor a complete
solution to the problem.

HELP WANTED

The deadline for submitting information to miscellany
noon on the Tuesday before publication.

WANT TO HAVE FUN on Pacific Days? Be a tour guide
and s^w guests our campus April 26. Enthusiastic and
friendly tour guides are needed as soon as possi e. 6
the admissions office (Knoles first floor) and spend an hour
more with some prospective students.

I
(CPS) Contrary to public would have suspended or?
opinion, campus squabbles expelled students caught
over parietalhours and student engaging in "flagrant" or
morality
rules did not die "perverse" sex, or using
coercion or violence. Lesser
during the '60's rebellions.
At many
universities, offenses, like being caught
particularly
religiously coming out of the dorm with a
affiliated ones, students and woman in the morning, were to
faculty allies still quarrel with be handled by hall rectors with
intransigent administrations. an emphasis on counseling.
Definitional ambiguities
But push does not come to
clouded the two-year debate.
shove.
At Notre Dame University, At the height of the confusion,
English
professor
for example, students have an
simply abandoned an attempt suggested that "anything that
to moderate "the sex rule." involves bringing a horse,
Nationally
known
ND sheep or evgn a large chicken
President Theodore Hesburgh into the dorm is definitely
stands firm
against pre perverse."
In the end, there seemed to
marital sex.
Efforts by a studeni-facul- be no Way to convince the
to
accept
ly-administration committee administration
anything but a no-sex rule.
to rewrite the present rule
have been vetoed by Hesburgh Student leaders decided other
on the grounds of "ambiguity." issues were more pressing and
He backs "the Christian reported that students at the
standard," which opponents predominantly male school
were apathetic on the issue,
brand as equally ambiguous.
accustomed to
The
last
committee apparently
the
proposal,
a
compromise, circumventing
restrictions.

PACIFICAN CLASSIFIEDS

cont.

miscellany

Sex still an issue on

FACULTY AND GRADUATE STUDENTS who wish to
rent caps and gowns for graduation must do so by May 1 at the
University Bookstore.

Pacific Avenue Graphic Art Sales and Rentals
Graphic Arts
—Art Supplies
& Supplies

SHAKESPEARE'S BIRTHDAY GAY DANCE at U
Davis is tonight. Rides will be leaving Anderson Y at 7 p.m. to
go to the dance at the Rec Pool Lodge, Hutchison and La Rue
Streets on the Davis campus. For further information, call 4661496.

—Drafting Supplies

The 1976 tournament will
be held in Boston. According to
Winters, "Next year's debate
program is going to be com
pletely restructured and im
proved. We'll surely be flying
to Boston next April."

CHAPEL SERVICES are every Wednesday in Mori
Chapel from 12:20-12:50. There will be music by one of the
University choirs and Charles Schilling, university organist. A
short thought and meditation willbe given by a member of the
university community.

—Graphic Supplies

7153 PACIFIC AVE.
in the Serventi's Shopping Center

STOCKTON
CA.

INEED STUDENTS to sign-up for my course "Oral Inter
pretation of Literature" (ACO 193) during the second session
of classes this summer at UOP. It will meet from 9:10 to 10:40
a.m. in WPC 130. For more information, call 946-2505.

'i

SERVICES OFFERED

<

By SUE ANDERSON

m

"My product is making
"gs work,"
commented
iren Akerson. new ASUOP
isident,
regarding
her
:°niplishments during the
st lew weeks of her term
Akerson stated that one ol
Prime responsibility s is
' "'g sure that everything
tun the
ASUOP office
licks".

AUTOS

LOST AND FOUND

u Something doesn't eel

AWARD WINNING

STOCKTON

FOR SALE OR RENT

L5 ln the office, ultimately n

GARDEN

APART

AND

STOCKTON

APARTMENTS

°ugh\heheady begun this
sn the appointtment i
ors

'NDER CONSTRUCTION }

to At,,,,
lcAccording
e f,r 5 , /vk<-'i soi
lereon
'•"«

0ns

Ver

'(!

i

condition - cover, AC adaptor. Wagon. Fully equiped, 4-speed
Mike - 477-7747.
trans. Woody. Perfect' condi
tion, 23,000 miles. $3,300 or best
Selling collodion of old coins, offer. Contact Jim or Mike at
including some foreign. Cull Rm. 134 Grace Covell Hall any
951-6119 after 5.
time.

Any persons interested in
membership in a certain
organization dedicated to the
preservation of the white race,
contact Tom at 946-2114 for

MENS ROOM
14 South School St., Lodi
Weberstown Mall
18 S. California
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